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REBIND, an adaptive reuse project, reconnects REBIND, an adaptive reuse project, reconnects 
people through the power of books. people through the power of books. 
Books are important in many ways, for exam-Books are important in many ways, for exam-
ple, storytelling and making practices like ple, storytelling and making practices like 
bookbinding can bring people together. Book-bookbinding can bring people together. Book-
binding emphasises the importance of tactil-binding emphasises the importance of tactil-
ity, and connecting with a physical object ity, and connecting with a physical object 
that holds memory. Using creative therapy to that holds memory. Using creative therapy to 
reconnect is incorporated in REBIND, through reconnect is incorporated in REBIND, through 
making as well as through the history and de-making as well as through the history and de-
sign that surround you throughout.sign that surround you throughout.

Reconnection can be found in solitude as Reconnection can be found in solitude as 
well as in connecting with others. Similar-well as in connecting with others. Similar-
ly, books can allow you to connect with oth-ly, books can allow you to connect with oth-
ers, but also encourage being alone - but not ers, but also encourage being alone - but not 
lonely. Reading provides bibliotherapy and an lonely. Reading provides bibliotherapy and an 
escape from the busy world, and can make you escape from the busy world, and can make you 
feel less isolated.feel less isolated.

REBIND also draws from the growth and life REBIND also draws from the growth and life 
cycle of mycelium. For example, mycelium can cycle of mycelium. For example, mycelium can 
embrace and adapt to its environment, and the embrace and adapt to its environment, and the 
hyphae that make up its network can communi-hyphae that make up its network can communi-
cate and hold memory.cate and hold memory.
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‘your story to reconnection’
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old tram lines can still 
be seen outside, and 
this history further 
links to the concept of 
reconnecting through a 
journey and memory.

physical co-design aided in 
engaging others, and creating 
expressive sketch models brought 
information to life in a spatial 
concept
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many elements have been translated directly from visual realisations 
found through model making and sketching.


